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Interactive hometrainer with direct transmission

Simply choose the course or the training program and Drivo will automatically adjust resistance.

Simulates Challenging slope, up to 24%, with a 2300 watt power output at 40 km/h speed

Integrated power measurement system OTS (Optical Torque sensor) : power measurement accuracy ±1%

Experience the same smooth pedalling found outdoorswhen training on the Drivo. The 6-kg internal flywheel has been designed to recre-
ate the sensations of road riding. Drivo is the indoor training system with the outdoor feel.

Direct drive for easy set-up and zero tyre wear or slippage.
It’s practical and easy to use: very stable, easy to transport, folds quickly for storage even with limited space available.

Improves the rider’s saddle position: the adjustable, anti-scratch plastic feet perfectly align the bike and duplicate the rider’s road 
position on the trainer

DRIVO has a lifetime subcription to My E training mobile version and lifetime RealSoftware
My E Training software is an exciting and technically sophisticated virtual coach that travels with you whatever your destination.

Pedaling analysis option (available as an in-app purchase) measures power during the whole pedaling movement and sets 24 points 
that determine how much effort you put in your legs, so you can optimize your training session. The My E-Training software and app with 
pedaling analysis option (available as an in-app purchase) displays DRIVO’s measured power data on two different types of charts.

Compatible with standard Shimano-SRAM 9/10/11 speed sprocket cassettes.
Optional freehub compatible with Campagnolo 9/10/11 speed standard sprocket cassette is available

Road bikes
Mountain bikes
Compatible hubs: 130-135x5mm with quick release
and 142x12mm with thru-axle

App lifetime 
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Interactive hometrainer with direct transmission

Simply choose the course or the training program and Drivo will automatically adjust resistance.

Simulates Challenging slope, up to 14%, with a 1400 watt power output at 40 km/h speed

Integrated power measurement system OTS (Optical Torque sensor) : power measurement accuracy ±2,5%

Experience the same smooth pedalling found outdoorswhen training on the Direto. The 4,2-kg internal flywheel has been designed to 
recreate the sensations of road riding. Direto is the indoor training system with the outdoor feel.

Direct drive for easy set-up and zero tyre wear or slippage.
It’s practical and easy to use: very stable, easy to transport, folds quickly for storage even with limited space available.

Travel block use is suggested

DIRETO has a 12 months free subcription to My E training, both mobile and desktop version 
My E Training software is an exciting and technically sophisticated virtual coach that travels with you whatever your destination. 

Pedaling analysis option (available as an in-app purchase) measures power during the whole pedaling movement and sets 12 points 
that determine how much effort you put in your legs, so you can optimize your training session. The My E-Training software and app with 
pedaling analysis option (available as an in-app purchase) displays DIRETO’s measured power data on two different types of charts.

Compatible with standard Shimano-SRAM 9/10/11 speed sprocket cassettes.
Optional freehub compatible with Campagnolo 9/10/11 speed standard sprocket cassette is available

Road bikes
Mountain bikes
Compatible hubs: 130-135x5mm with quick release
and 142x12mm with thru-axle

12 months free



* the operative system and hardware should be compatible with ANT+TM or Bluetooth Low Energy      ** available for interactive trainers only

Download the software My E-Training: www.elite-it.comDownload the app My E-Training:

MY E-TRAINING MOBILE & DESKTOP

Pedaling Analysis can be purchased in the mobile and desktop version of the My E-Training software.

PEDALING ANALYSIS°
The Pedaling Analysis is a new and exclusive DRIVO, DIRETO and KURA feature developed by Elite to 
monitor the rider’s power output throughout each pedal stroke. 
The rider can monitor the power output variations of each pedal stroke, and will  better understand 
the coordinated action of extensors and flexors muscles, the smoothness of the pedaling and the 
mechanical efficiency of the movement itself. 
This translates into real improvement in the rider’s performance, for both amateurs and pros alike, by 
a more efficient application of power throughout the pedal stroke. 
°only for: DRIVO, DIRETO and KURA

VERSIONE MOBILE /MOBILE VERSION (iOS- ANDROID ) VERSIONE DESKTOP/DESKTOP VERSION (MAC OS - WINDOWS )

REALVIDEO: train with Elite RealVideos. Enjoy an indoor bike ride pretending to be on a real route.
(available for sale inside the software)

REALVIDEO: train with Elite RealVideos. Enjoy an indoor bike ride pretending to be on a real route.
(available for sale inside the software)

MY REALVIDEO: more than 1000 myRealVideos for free, recorder by users from all over the world MY REALVIDEO: more than 1000 myRealVideos for free, recorder by users from all over the world 

TRAINING PROGRAMS: create training programs based on: TRAINING PROGRAMS: create training programs based on:

level mode level mode 

free training** free training**

power - time power - time

slope - distance

power - distance

elevation gain - distance

slope - time

TRAINING TEST: undergo an evaluation test that helps you create month-long personalized indoor 
training 

TRAINING TEST: undergo an evaluation test that helps you create month-long personalized indoor 
training 

MAP COURSES: create races anytime and anywhere via Google Maps MAP COURSES: create races anytime and anywhere via Google Maps 

IMPORT GPS DATA: easier data import from GPS cycle computers IMPORT GPS DATA: easier data import from GPS cycle computers 

TRAINING PROGRAM CREATION: the new graphic editor simplifies program creation TRAINING PROGRAM CREATION: the new graphic editor simplifies program creation

EXPORT DATA: export your training data to Strava, Training Peaks and MapMyRide EXPORT DATA: export your training data to Strava, Training Peaks and MapMyRide

IN CLOUD DATA: save and store training data in the cloud to share with your other devices IN CLOUD DATA save and store training data in the cloud to share with your other devices

RECORD GPS record your GPS course and ride it indoors (only for Mobile version) WEB RACE: compete with other Elite users in realtime on RealVideos (available in 2018 - only for 
Desktop version)

OPTIONAL: ANT+ or Bluetooth heart rate belts are compatible to monitor your heart rate. OPTIONAL: ANT+ or Bluetooth heart rate belts are compatible to monitor your heart rate. 

Accessories are available on shopelite-it.com* Accessories are available on shopelite-it.com*

The My E-Training software creates stimulating indoor training sessions via smartphones or tablets (both iOS and Android-based), as well as Mac and Windows that 
wirelessly connect to the hometrainer via ANT+™ or Bluetooth Smart (only for iOS, Android and Mac) protocols*. The My E-Training manages and displays power, 
cadence, heart rate, speed, time and distance data.



* This value is function of speed and weight. The values are referred to an average rider.

We reserve the right to change production specifications without notice
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Electronically managed magnetic resistance

Max slope* 24%* 14%*

Direct transmission

Thru-axle locking system

Quick-release locking system

Integrated power measurement system

Total interaction with App, Software, Devices with ANT+™ Trainers 
(FE-C) protocol
Total interaction with App, Software, Devices with Bluetooth Smart 
Fitness Machine - indoor Bike protocol

Data transmission via ANT+™, FE-C and Bluetooth Smart

Speed / power / cadence data transmission to compatible apps and 
devices via ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart protocols

Sensorless cadence

Flywheel moment of inertia (Kgmm²) 28300 13050

Max power output (Watts) at 20km/h 1100 590

Max power output (Watts) at 40km/h 2300 1400

Max power output (Watts) at 60km/h 3600 2200

Month subscription to the My E-Training mobile & desktop 12

Month subscription to the My E-Training mobile life

RealSoftware life

Requires external power supply

TRAINER FEATURES




